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ITEM 1:
COVER PAGE
This Wrap Fee brochure (“Brochure”) provides information about the qualifications and business practices
relating to the financial consulting and investment advisory business of The Leo Group, LLC. If you
have any questions about the contents of this brochure, please contact The Leo Group at (732) 9032600. The information in this brochure has not been approved or verified by the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission or by any state securities authority. Investment adviser registration, or any
reference to the firm being registered, or the use of the term, “registered”, does not imply a certain level of
skill or training.
Additional information about The Leo Group, LLC is also available on the website of the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

The Leo Group, LLC
100 Wood Ave., South
Suite 209
Iselin, NJ 08330
www.leogroupllc.com

ITEM 2:
MATERIAL CHANGES
This disclosure dated March 15, 2016 is a Disclosure Brochure (“Brochure”). It was prepared by The Leo
Group, LLC (the “LeoGroup”) in response to a rule that was promulgated by the United States Securities
and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) that is applicable to registered investment advisers.
Since our last update, the following material change occurred.
The Firm’s Address has changed:
The Leo Group, LLC
100 Wood Ave., South Suite 209
Iselin, NJ 08330

In Item 10(c) titled Material Relationships with Affiliated Entities; The following language from our funds
PPM(s) has been added to this brochure;
LeoGroup and its related persons may currently own, may plan to own and may be granted ownership of
companies from which the Company may invest. LeoGroup and its related persons may also serve as a
member of the Board of Directors, hold a management level position, serve in an investment banking
capacity and/or serve as a consultant to companies from which the Company may invest. Any or all of
these relationships and/or related transactions may cause the LeoGroup or its related persons to be
involved with decisions for portfolio companies that could put it in conflict with the interests of the
Company. LeoGroup will endeavor to notify the Members should any such conflict arise, and let them
know how the LeoGroup plans to address any potential issues.
In Item 14(A)

Portfolio Companies - Services
At times, and on an as needed basis, LeoGroup may provide assistance to certain Portfolio Companies
[i.e. CFO Services, Compliance Services, Operations] to assist them in securing the services they need as
early phase companies. In addition, LeoGroup associates may serve on the Boards of our Portfolio
Companies. LeoGroup may be paid for these services when provided in various forms which may include
a combination of cash, equity, warrants or other types of compensation.
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ITEM 4:
ADVISORY BUSINESS
A: Description of Advisory Firm
The Leo Group, LLC (the “LeoGroup”) is a Limited Liability Company (“LLC”) formed in the State of New
Jersey. The LeoGroup is the successor firm to a single-member LLC named FCG Global, LLC which was
formed by Matthew J. Allain in October, 2010, also in the State of New Jersey. FCG Global, LLC was
purely a consulting firm not registered with the SEC. All investment advisory business of FCG Global
clients was managed through FCG Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor and Broker-Dealer. In
2012, FCG Global, LLC ceased operations and combined its financial consulting and investment advisory
services under LeoGroup. As of the date of this Brochure, Matthew J. Allain is the majority owner of
LeoGroup. Per the terms of the company’s Operating Agreement, LLC units have been issued to
managing director(s) and there are expected to be future issuance of LLC units to key individuals.

B: Types of Services
LeoGroup is a wealth management firm that offers financial counseling services, tax strategies,
investment management, employee benefit planning, and coordination of concierge services to its clients.

Financial Consulting
The primary business of LeoGroup is comprehensive financial counseling which consists of consulting
services to assist clients in a wide array of financial disciplines. Each client’s needs are different and the
financial counseling recommendations and advice are customized to meet the client’s unique objectives.
LeoGroup seeks to understand each client’s goals, time horizon, risk tolerance, and tax position. Although
each client may have unique needs, the types of services are similar and are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Net Worth Reporting
Asset Allocation
Investment Planning
Tax Planning, Preparation, & Compliance
Retirement Planning
Estate Planning
Charitable Gifting Strategies
Employee Benefits Analysis
Cash-Flow Planning
Risk Management & Insurance

Investment Advisory
Investment management services are oftentimes provided to clients to complement our Financial
Consulting services. LeoGroup provides investment advice and portfolio management services on an
ongoing basis. With the assistance of their LeoGroup advisor, the client decides on an investment plan
that may utilize several investment strategies and investment vehicles in an attempt to achieve the
objectives of the investment plan. The types of Investment Advisory services offered are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Allocation Strategies
Discretionary management of proprietary investment strategies
Discretionary management of mutual funds and exchange-traded funds
Selection & Monitoring of alternative investments and private offerings
Selection & Monitoring of third-party separate account managers

Family Office Services
To help manage the complex financial lives of affluent and ultra-affluent clients, LeoGroup offers a suite
of additional services to assist clients that can benefit from this higher level of service. The term “Family
Office” refers to a firm that is created by and works exclusively for one wealthy family. Many ultra-affluent
clients may prefer to have a dedicated firm overseeing their wealth and inter-generational planning.
However, a dedicated family office is costly and many times ultra-affluent individuals can more cost
effectively manage their wealth by sharing resources among other affluent or ultra-affluent families by
utilizing a “multi-family office” approach. The LeoGroup provides “multi-family office” services. LeoGroup
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works with many affluent and ultra-affluent clients may offer the additional opportunity for cross-pollination of
ideas that may uniquely benefit affluent clients. These services may consist of some or all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complex Inter-Generational Estate Planning
Coordinated Investment Management among wide variety of public/private investments.
Consolidated Net W orth Reporting
Bill Paying Services
Bookkeeping & Accounting Services
Concierge Services & Other non-financial services
Philanthropic Planning & Foundation Administration
Extensive Tax Planning & Tax Return Preparation
Domestic Employee Payroll & Administration
Personal Security Analysis & Coordination

C: Wrap Fee Programs
A Wrap Fee Program is a program under which any client is charged a specified fee or fees not based directly
upon transactions in a client's account for investment advisory services (which may include portfolio
management or advice concerning the selection of other investment advisers) and execution of client
transactions. In other words, a wrap fee program is generally when an RIA firm "wraps" the advisory
fees and commissions and sometimes custody costs that would be charged to a client into a single,
all-inclusive fee.
SEC and state regulators have long stated that wrap fee programs may create a conflict of interest for an
investment adviser and may not always be in the best interests of the client. While at times a properly
designed wrap fee program may protect a client from excessive brokerage commissions, commonly referred
to as churning, the opposite scenario referred to as reverse churning may also occur when there is very little
trading activity in the client's account(s). As such, there may be times when the client would benefit
significantly by not being placed into a more expensive wrap free program and instead pay brokerage
commissions separately.
LeoGroup, as a Registered Investment Advisor does sponsor and administer a Wrap Fee Program and is
therefore alerting it’s clients that there may be a conflict of interest since programs offered by other Investment
Advisors may be more or less expensive and a Broker Dealer may offer a more cost effective investment
program if less trading is done and therefore a lower commission cost may be in the best interest of the client.
LeoGroup is not a Broker Dealer and does not have the ability to charge a commission unless the cost is
passed on to the client from the underlying custodian.

D: Assets Under Management
LeoGroup has the following assets under management (“AUM”):
Discretionary AUM:

$220,436,000

Non-Discretionary AUM:

$1,120,539,000

TOTAL AUM:

$1,340,976,000

Date Calculated:

2/29/2016

ITEM 5:
FEES & COMPENSATION
A: Financial Consulting Fees
Individual Engagements
LeoGroup may charge an annual financial consulting fee to individuals. Fees will vary based on a
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number of factors, including complexity of the services provided and the geographic location of the client.
In addition, the fee may vary considerably if LeoGroup is preparing the client’s tax returns or providing
other tax services. The fees range from approximately $5,000-$25,000 per year for high net worth clients,
$25,000-$75,000 per year for affluent clients and approximately $75,000-$150,000 per year for ultraaffluent clients. Many affluent clients and most ultra-affluent clients utilize our family office services.

Employer Sponsored Programs
LeoGroup provides comprehensive financial counseling services to high-level executives of domestic and
international corporations. These are referred to as “employer sponsored programs” because the
corporation pays LeoGroup to provide financial counseling services to its executives. The fees will vary by
company but will generally be the same fee based on the level of the executive within the organization.
Each program is designed specifically for each company’s needs. Multi-national companies not only
utilize domestic U.S. services but also benefit from the cross-border planning capabilities of LeoGroup to
service international assignees throughout the world. The fees vary from $8,000-$15,000 per executive.

B: Investment Advisory Fee Schedule
LeoGroup may provide Investment Advisory services to clients in addition to other services. The fee for
investment advisory services is based upon a percentage of the market value of the assets being
managed. Advisory fees are payable quarterly, i n a r r e a r s , and shall be calculated by multiplying
the aggregate market value of the account assets of the portfolio in accordance with the corresponding
fee schedule on your Advisory Agreement and dividing such product by four (margin balances initiated
by the client do not reduce the market value of account assets under management when
calculating fees ). The market value of the assets under management shall be based on the market
value of the managed assets as of the last business day of the second month of the relevant quarter.
This fee is negotiable. LeoGroup maintains the right to waive fees for employee accounts at its own discretion.
Our current fee schedule is as follows:
Assets Under Management
First $250,000
Next $500,000
Next $750,000
Next $1,500,000
Next $2,000,000
Over $5,000,000

Annual Fee
1.25%
1.00%
0.75%
0.50%
0.40%
0.30%

LeoGroup Strategy Portfolios
Several proprietary strategy portfolios are separately managed by LeoGroup with an annual management
fee of 0.30% based upon a percentage of the market value of the assets being managed. These fees are
in addition to advisory or consulting fees.

Limited Partnerships & Other Outside Investments
With respect to limited partnerships and some other outside investments, LeoGroup may negotiate a fee
with the client to oversee the investment. In some instances, a licensed representative of the firm may
receive fee(s) directly from the partnership in lieu of a management fee. Any such arrangement will be
disclosed and agreed to by the client in advance and must be paid through a Broker-Dealer.

Other Fees Not Paid to LeoGroup
Asset management fees may be in addition to fees/expenses of any mutual fund, separate account
management, limited partnerships (proprietary or external), or other manager as the case may be. Such
fees are required to be disclosed separately by the respective disclosure documents of the particular
investment.

Tax Preparation & Services
Certain advisory clients may also be Tax clients at LeoGroup. At times LeoGroup may pay for tax filings or
other fees related to tax filings for these clients and be reimbursed either though check or a request from
the advisory client to directly debit their account.

C: Payment of Fees
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Financial Consulting
The specific manner in which we charge fees is established in the client’s written Financial Consulting
Agreement. Financial consulting fees are generally based on a calendar year. The annual fee may be
prorated for any partial calendar year at the inception or termination of the agreement. If the client also
has an Investment Advisory relationship with LeoGroup, the financial consulting fee will generally be
deducted from a designated account. Likewise, if a client that engages LeoGroup to prepare and file its
tax return(s), LeoGroup may also deduct the tax fee (if not already included) from a designated account.

Investment Advisory
The specific manner in which we charge fees is established in the client’s written Investment Advisory
Agreement. LeoGroup will generally bill our fees in arrears each calendar quarter directly debited from
client a c c o u n t s . Investment Advisory and Management Fees shall be prorated for each
capital contribution and withdrawal made during the applicable calendar quarter (with the exception of de
minimus contributions and withdrawals). Accounts initiated or terminated during a calendar quarter will be
charged a prorated fee. Upon termination of any account, any prepaid, unearned fees, if applicable, will
be promptly refunded, and any earned, unpaid fees will be due and payable.
For limited partnerships and similar private offerings managed or supervised by LeoGroup, the manner of
payment of the client’s fee will depend upon the specific investment offering and may be in addition to
other advisory or consulting fees.
Clients generally are required to have their investment management fees deducted from their accounts.
In some cases, however, LeoGroup will bill a client for investment advisory fees if it determines that such
a billing arrangement is appropriate given the circumstances.

Family Office Services
Family office services are generally negotiated separately and may be paid directly by the client or
deducted from a designated account if an Investment Advisory relationship exists.

Employer Sponsored Services
The specific manner in which we charge a fee is established in a written services agreement with the
sponsoring employer. Fees are generally billed to the sponsoring company either quarterly or annually.

ITEM 6:
PERFORMANCE-BASED FEES & SIDE-BY-SIDE MANAGEMENT
LeoGroup m a y charge a performance-based fee (fees based on a share of capital gains on capital
appreciation of the assets of a client) but only when the client has been specifically notified in writing
through a separate agreement. Nevertheless, LeoGroup is the investment manager of a limited partnership(s),
LeoGroup Private Debt Facility, L.P., LeoGroup Private Investment Access, LP. And LeoGroup Gold Opportunities Fund, LP.,
(collectively the “Partnership”). Moreover, L e o G r o u p M a n a g e m e n t LLC, a subsidiary of LeoGroup (the
“General Partner”), serves as the general partner to the Partnership(s). The General Partner has discretionary
authority to manage the Partnership’s activities. Currently, limited partnership interests in the Partnership are
available only to Accredited Investors, as such terms are defined in Rule 501of Regulation D of the Securities Act
of 1933, and Rule 205-3 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, respectively.
The General Partner and LeoGroup have engaged L a t e r a l Investment Management LLC (the “Subadvisor”) to
serve as the Partnership’s subadvisor to the LeoGroup Private Debt Facility, LP. The Subadvisor is responsible
for the Partnership’s portfolio management under the general supervision of the General Partner.
Pursuant to the Partnership’s fund documents, at the end of the fiscal year, the General Partner may receive a
performance fee based on the increase to a limited partner’s capital account if such increase exceeds a predefined hurdle. The possibility of receiving a performance-based fee may create an incentive for LeoGroup, the
General Partner and the Subadvisor to make investments on behalf of the Partnership that are riskier or more
speculative than would be the case in the absence of such an arrangement.

ITEM 7:
TYPES OF CLIENTS
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Financial Consulting
LeoGroup offers financial counseling services directly to individuals. LeoGroup also offers counseling
services to individual executives through corporate-sponsored financial counseling programs between
LeoGroup and the individual employer. The employers are generally multi-national companies and these
companies provide a financial counseling benefit to employees at certain levels within the organization.

Investment Advisory
LeoGroup provides investment advisory and investment management services to individuals, trusts,
institutions, charitable foundations, and retirement/profit-sharing plans.
We currently impose a minimum account size of $50,000 but reserve the right to implement a higher
account minimum and/or waive account minimums.

ITEM 8:
METHODS OF ANALYSIS, INVESTMENT STRATEGIES AND RISK OF LOSS
A: Methods of Analysis and Investment Strategy
LeoGroup strives to manage the risk of loss by clients through proper diversification and risk
management. Advisors work with clients to identify their risk tolerance and investment objectives. We
then help the client construct an investment portfolio in an attempt to achieve the client’s investment
goals. The investment portfolio is generally customized to fit the client’s profile taking into account the
totality of the client’s financial resources, appetite for risk, cash flow, as well as any other factors that may
affect the client’s financial well being.

Methods of Analysis
LeoGroup’s uses a number of methods to assist with portfolio management and security selection. These
methods include fundamental analysis, technical/charting analysis, economic analysis, as well as
strategic asset allocation. The following are the primary methods of analysis:
• Fundamental Analysis
• Technical Analysis
• Strategic Asset Allocation
• Tactical Portfolio Management
• Micro & Macro Economic Analysis

Investment Strategy
LeoGroup seeks to allocate assets to minimize risk without sacrificing long-term gain. LeoGroup utilizes
strategic asset allocation along with periodic recommendations for tactical positioning of the investment
portfolio. In addition to strategic asset allocation, a core & satellite approach to asset management is
oftentimes employed. The core & satellite approach consists of a core portfolio(s) invested passively or
quasi-passively in the more efficient sectors of the market in an effort to keep the costs of the core
portfolio(s) relatively low. The satellite portfolios employ more actively managed strategies where
opportunities for “alpha” are believed to be more available. “Alpha” is generally defined as the portion of
an investment return attributable to manager expertise as opposed to a purely market-driven investment
return. In regards to “alternative investments”, LeoGroup may categorize alternative investments as a
separate asset category although it may also be included in the broadly defined satellite strategies.
“Alternative investments” is difficult to define but, in general, LeoGroup views alternative investments as
those investment strategies that have a low correlation to the broad stock & bond markets. To the extent
an alternative investment strategy has little or no correlation to the broader markets, diversification to
those types of investments may improve portfolio efficiency and lower overall risk, even if the alternative
strategy employed has high volatility. In general, alternative investments tend to have lower volatility than
the broader market indexes but that is not always the case. The level of volatility depends upon the
alternative investment strategy employed. Some alternative investments may exhibit significantly higher
volatility than the broader market indexes at times.
LeoGroup uses a wide range of investment vehicles and products in an attempt to achieve the objectives
of the chosen investment strategy. These investments may be individual securities, mutual funds, bonds,
annuities, exchange-traded funds, proprietary managed accounts, as well as accounts managed by third
parties. With respect to the use of outside managers, LeoGroup evaluates such managers and their
strategies based upon multiple criteria such as performance, experience, potential for so-called “styledrift”, underlying holdings, size, turnover, process, fees, as well as many other factors that may affect the
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manager’s performance.
LeoGroup may include assets managed in-house as well as client assets held away when advising on or
creating an overall investment, tax and estate program.

B: Material Risks Involved
Risk of Loss
All investments involve risk of loss, including (among other things) loss of principal, a reduction in
earnings (including interest, dividends and other distributions, and the loss of future earnings. These risks
may include market risk, interest rate risk, issuer risk and general economic risk. Although we manage
client assets in a manner we believe to be consistent with a client’s risk tolerance, there can be no
guarantee that our efforts will be successful. Clients should be prepared to bear the risk of loss.
Fundamental analysis focuses on factors that determine a company’s intrinsic value based upon
expected future cash flow. Risks such as our ability to forecast future cash flow accurately and
appropriately value a security correctly is always present with fundamental analysis. Technical analysis is
the charting of prices and volume that is backward looking and may not have predicative value in regards
to future prices. When looking at charts there is a large amount of subjectivity in interpreting what the
chart is forecasting. Risk of misinterpretation when basing investment decisions on charts carries risk that
the investment will not perform as expected thereby resulting in a loss.
With regards to the use of other managers, risks include the possibility of manager turnover, style drift,
underperformance, size constraint, tax inefficiency, compliance, and fee changes. In addition, for
alternative investments, private offerings, and certain other third-party managers, potential risk factors
include lack of liquidity, lack of transparency, layering of fees, and other risks identified by such managers
in their disclosure documents. In regards to proprietary strategies managed by the LeoGroup directly,
similar risks apply as mentioned in this Risk of Loss section.

C: Specific Risks
Variable Products
Insurance companies issue “Variable Products” which includes variable life insurance and variable
annuities which utilize underlying investment accounts to determine the performance of the cash-value or
annuity account value, as the case may be. In reviewing Variable Products, LeoGroup may review issuing
insurance carrier’s rating, competitiveness of the product, client service resources, and general processes
for manager selection for separate accounts underlying the Variable Products referred to as “Variable
Subaccounts”. As an accommodation, LeoGroup may review the Variable Subaccounts as part of the
strategic asset allocation process. All of the aforementioned Material Risks of Loss may also apply to
Variable Subaccounts. LeoGroup does not conduct due diligence on any of the Variable Subaccounts or
their managers and does not provide advice on or recommendations of individual Variable Subaccounts.
Inclusion of any Variable Subaccounts in any portfolio(s) is based upon the information provided by the
issuing carrier and/or third-party database providers. LeoGroup does not have the ability to verify the
accuracy of any information provided by or about Variable Subaccounts.

Derivatives
Derivatives are difficult to define but are present in a wide variety of investments. In finance, derivatives
refer to contracts whose value is derived from another asset, which include stocks, bonds, currencies,
interest rates, commodities, and related indexes. Oftentimes derivatives are used as a hedge to protect
against downside risk but derivatives can also be used to speculate. Purchasers of derivatives are
essentially wagering on the future performance of that asset. Derivatives include such widely accepted
products as futures and options. Due to the speculative nature of derivatives even when they are being
employed to hedge, unique risks are present including a party’s misunderstanding of the contract, inability
of the derivative to match or derive its value from the other asset, and the counter-party risk between the
parties to the transaction.

Futures & Options
LeoGroup does not generally employ futures and options as part of its investment strategies but we may
do so from time to time. Also, clients may request that we purchase or implement certain option strategies
on their behalf for a specific purpose, but such strategies are usually implemented as directed by the
client. LeoGroup does recommend certain mutual funds, exchange-traded funds, inverse exchangePage 9

traded funds, outside managers, and alternative investments that utilize futures & options to varying
degrees. There are numerous risks with any futures or options trading strategy. In focusing on the
creation of cash flow from writing (selling) covered call options on some or all of a portfolio, a client
assumes the obligation or risk of selling a position at a specified price, which generally is higher than
where the position currently is trading. Due to the risks, LeoGroup provides each client interested in an
options strategy with the “Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options” (the “Pamphlet”), written
and published by the Options Clearing Corporation.

ITEM 9:
DISCIPLINARY INFORMATION
LeoGroup has no legal or disciplinary events to report.

ITEM 10:
OTHER FINANCIAL INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES AND AFFILIATIONS
A: Registration as a Broker-Dealer or Broker-Dealer Representative
LeoGroup is not a registered Broker-Dealer. Peter Marquardt, who is the Chief Compliance Officer of the
advisor, is also the Chief Compliance Officer of a broker dealer owned by SenaHill Partners, LLC and a
broker dealer and registered investment advisor owned by Olden Lane, LLC. Both SenaHill, LLC and Olden
Lane, LLC are portfolio companies of LeoGroup.

B: Registration as a Futures Commission Merchant, Commodity Pool Operator,
Commodity Trading Advisor or an Associated Person of the Foregoing Entities
Neither LeoGroup nor any LeoGroup employee is registered as a futures commission merchant,
commodity pool operator, commodity trading advisor. Olden Lane Advisors, LLC which is owned by Olden
Lane, LLC is a registered investment advisor and commodity trading advisor.

C: Material Relationships with Affiliated Entities
Fidelity Investments
LeoGroup maintains custody arrangements with Fidelity’s Institutional W ealth Services (IW S), an affiliate
of Fidelity Investment Company, whereby LeoGroup clears securities transactions on a fully disclosed
basis. LeoGroup utilizes Fidelity as custodian of client assets although clients are free to custody their
assets at the brokerage firm of their choosing. Fidelity holds all customer funds and/or securities on
behalf of LeoGroup’s advisory clients for purposes of the Securities Investor Protection Act. The custody
relationship is described more fully under Item 15.
Each client retains any all rights afforded under the federal securities laws to proceed directly against the
issuer of any underlying security in the client’s account. Each client may withdraw, hypothecate, vote or
pledge securities in their account upon written notice to LeoGroup.

Minimize Risk, LLC
Minimize Risk, LLC is a New Jersey limited liability company licensed by the New Jersey Department of
Banking and Insurance as well as various state banking & insurance departments. Minimize Risk, LLC is
an affiliate of LeoGroup for purposes of effectuating certain insurance contracts with clients and others.
LeoGroup and/or its employees may engage in the insurance business through LeoGroup’s affiliation with
Minimize Risk, LLC or other third party relationships for purposes of selling insurance contracts for
separate compensation. Variable life and variable annuity insurance contracts must be effectuated
through a Broker-Dealer. Financial consulting and/or investment advisory clients are not obligated to use
LeoGroup to purchase insurance or annuities. Certain LeoGroup professionals are licensed insurance
agents and any compensation earned by such agents will vary depending upon the insurance company
and product purchased. Such personnel may also be appointed as agents of the issuing insurer.
Recommendations to purchase or exchange insurance products are made by LeoGroup professionals
solely in their capacity as an insurance agent associated with Minimize Risk, LLC or third party agencies
or companies. LeoGroup does not generally have a separate insurance agreement with clients when
selling insurance other than the required disclosures from the third-party agents or companies.
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Other:
LeoGroup has made an investment in SenaHill Partners, LP (“SenaHill”). SenaHill does own a
Registered Broker Dealer. LeoGroup does not transact retail advisory trades through SenaHill. Certain
LeoGroup employees that hold Broker Dealer registrations may place their licenses with SenaHill.
LeoGroup has made an investment in Olden Lane, LLC which owns a Broker Dealer. LeoGroup
does not transact retail advisory trades through Olden Lane. Certain LeoGroup employees that
hold Broker Dealer registrations may place their licenses with Olden Lane.
LeoGroup and its related persons may currently own, may plan to own and may be granted ownership of
companies from which the Company may invest. LeoGroup and its related persons may also serve as a
member of the Board of Directors, hold a management level position, serve in an investment banking
capacity and/or serve as a consultant to companies from which the Company may invest. Any or all of
these relationships and/or related transactions may cause the LeoGroup or its related persons to be
involved with decisions for portfolio companies that could put it in conflict with the interests of the
Company. LeoGroup will endeavor to notify the Members should any such conflict arise, and let them
know how the LeoGroup plans to address any potential issues.
LeoGroup may from time to time direct a client to another organization for investment purposes.
One such relationship currently is with SEI which manages a Bond program. LeoGroup may
receive a referral or other fee from these other outside programs.

D: Selection of Other Investment Advisors & Managers
LeoGroup may utilize third-party managers and/or unaffiliated alternative investment vehicles for the
purpose of providing clients with investment options to help achieve the client’s investment objectives.
Generally, LeoGroup does not receive compensation from these managers or alternative investment
vehicles. However, some separately managed accounts or private placement partnerships may pay
compensation to LeoGroup, or rather, employees of the LeoGroup as registered representatives of a
Broker-Dealer. Any such arrangement is fully disclosed and agreed to by the client.

Subadvisors
From time to time, LeoGroup may enter directly into subadvisory relationships with independent
registered investment advisory firms (“subadvisors”) on behalf of its clients pursuant to the delegation
authority granted to LeoGroup by its clients’ Investment Advisory agreements. Subadvisors generally
offer investment strategies separate and distinct from the proprietary strategies offered by LeoGroup.
Prior to entering into a relationship, LeoGroup performs a due diligence review of the subadvisor. This
review includes, but is not limited to, the review of regulatory filings, compliance program, investment
offerings, and the performance of the strategies considered. The due diligence process includes multiple
conversations and may include in-person visits to the subadvisor’s place of business.
When a strategy offered through a subadvisor is appropriate for a client of LeoGroup, the client will be
provided with the subadvisor’s Form ADV, Part 2A and 2B, Privacy Notice, and any other information that
may be relevant or informative to the client. In addition, each client that invests in a subadvised strategy is
required to acknowledge, in writing, the LeoGroup subadvisor relationship and the specific strategy
offered through the subadvisor. The client will not engage the subadvisor directly; the client’s advisory
relationship remains with LeoGroup as set forth in the client’s Investment Advisory agreement.

ITEM 11:
CODE OF ETHICS, PARTICIPATION OR INTEREST IN CLIENT TRANSACTIONS
A: Description of Code of Ethics
LeoGroup has adopted a Code of Ethics (the “Code”) pursuant to SEC Rule 204A-1. This Code provides
that all supervised persons of LeoGroup place the interests of the firm’s clients ahead of their own. The
Code of Ethics includes provisions relating to the confidentiality of client information, a prohibition on
insider trading, a prohibition of rumor mongering, restrictions on the acceptance of significant gifts and the
reporting of certain gifts and business entertainment items, and personal securities trading procedures,
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among other things. All supervised persons at LeoGroup must acknowledge the terms of the Code of
Ethics annually, or as amended.

Code of Ethics Copies Available
LeoGroup clients or prospective clients may request a copy of the firm’s Code of Ethics at anytime.

B: Recommendation Involving Material Financial Interest
Under the Code, related persons of LeoGroup are required to disclose any personal material interest they
have in a security that LeoGroup recommends to clients. LeoGroup may recommend that clients invest in
partnership interests in various partnerships for whom it believes the investment would be suitable given
the client’s goals, objectives, risk tolerance, tax circumstances, and liquidity needs. As discussed
previously, to be eligible to participate in most partnership investments, clients will need to be Accredited
Investors (as such term is defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D promulgated by the SEC under the
Securities Act of 1933) and may also need to qualify as Qualified Purchasers (as such term is defined in
the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, and the rules promulgated by the SEC). Conflicts of
interest were also discussed previously in this brochure, but conflicts of interest are further detailed in the
partnership’s offering documents. Prospective limited partners are encouraged to consult their own
counsel as to the terms and provisions of a partnership and its offering documents.

C: Investing in Same Securities as Clients
Same Security Transactions
Employees & supervised individuals (“related persons”) of LeoGroup may invest in a particular investment
strategy in which LeoGroup clients invest. Trades on behalf of clients may be aggregated with trades on
behalf of related persons only if the following conditions are met:
1.
2.
3.

The client’s trades are treated equally with the trades of the related person;
Each related person and each client in the trade receive average execution and average
commission; and
The securities purchased or sold are allocated pro rata.

The account of a related person receives no favorable treatment with respect to the management of the
account or the execution of transactions. Should a potential transaction on behalf of a related person
likely conflict with any of LeoGroup’s clients, LeoGroup will place its clients’ interests first. LeoGroup
reviews accounts that it manages on behalf of its related persons to ensure that such accounts have not
received preferential treatment.
No security may be bought or sold by a principal or employee of LeoGroup before LeoGroup clients’
accounts have had the opportunity to make such transactions as appropriate. All LeoGroup trades made
by the employees who make recommendations or participate in the determination of which
recommendations shall be made are reviewed by the compliance officer or designee who is supervised
by the compliance officer. Principals and employees will not receive a more favorable execution price on
a particular day than those received by their investment advisory clients. All LeoGroup employees must
direct their brokers to send duplicate copies of trade confirmations and brokerage statements to the
designated compliance officer. These records are used to monitor compliance with LeoGroup trading and
compliance policies.
Associated persons of the Investment Advisor must also obtain pre-approval from the compliance officer
or designated managing member before engaging in any outside business activities or private
placements.
LeoGroup anticipates that, in appropriate circumstances and consistent with clients’ investment
objectives, the firm will cause accounts over which we have management authority to effect, and will
recommend to investment advisory clients or prospective clients, the purchase or sale of securities in
which LeoGroup, its affiliates and/or clients, directly or indirectly, have a position of interest. LeoGroup
employees and persons associated with LeoGroup are required to follow LeoGroup’s Code of Ethics.
Subject to satisfying this policy and applicable laws, officers, directors and employees of LeoGroup and
our affiliates may trade for their own accounts in securities which are recommended to and/or purchased
for LeoGroup’s clients. The Code of Ethics is designed to ensure that the personal securities transactions,
activities and interests of the employees and related persons of LeoGroup will not interfere with (i) making
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decisions in the best interest of advisory clients and (ii) implementing such decisions while, at the same
time, allowing employees to invest for their own accounts. Under the Code certain classes of securities
have been designated as exempt transactions, based upon a determination that these would materially
not interfere with the best interest of LeoGroup’s clients. In addition, the Code requires pre-clearance of
many transactions, and restricts trading in close proximity to client trading activity. Nonetheless, because
the Code of Ethics in some circumstances would permit employees to invest in the same securities as
clients, there is a possibility that employees might benefit from market activity by a client in a security held
by an employee. Employee trading is continually monitored under the Code of Ethics, and to reasonably
prevent conflicts of interest between LeoGroup and its clients.
To prevent conflicts of interest, all employees of LeoGroup must comply with the firm’s Polices and
Procedures and Code of Ethics (collectively “Supervisory Manuals”) which impose restrictions on the
purchase or sale of securities for their own accounts and the accounts of certain affiliated persons.
Further, such Supervisory Manuals impose certain policies and procedures concerning the misuses of
material non-public information that are designed to prevent insider trading by any officer, partner, or
affiliated person of LeoGroup.

Best Execution
LeoGroup has an obligation of best execution. This obligation applies to LeoGroup’s affiliates o r
s u b - a d v i s o r s as well. Generally, LeoGroup does not charge commissions but may do so in certain
circumstances and/or may charge service fees that are tantamount to commissions. Any such
arrangements are always disclosed and agreed to by the client.
Certain affiliated accounts may trade in the same securities with client accounts on an aggregated basis
when consistent with LeoGroup’s obligation of best execution. In such circumstances, the affiliated and
client accounts will share commission costs equally and receive securities at a total average price.
LeoGroup or its affiliate, as the case may be, shall retain records of the trade order (specifying each
participating account) and its allocation, which will be completed prior to the entry of the aggregated
order. Completed orders will be allocated as specified in the initial trade order. Partially filled orders will
be allocated on a pro rate basis. Any exceptions will be explained on the order.

Cross Security Transactions
An agency cross transaction is defined as a transaction where a person acts as an investment advisor in
relation to a transaction in which the investment adviser, or any person controlled by or under common
control with the investment adviser, acts as broker for both the advisory client and for another person on
the other side of the transaction. Agency cross transactions arise where an adviser is dually registered as
a Broker-Dealer or has an affiliated Broker-Dealer.
In such circumstances, LeoGroup or its affiliate will determine a fair price to both parties and will not
charge any mark ups or commissions. Principal transactions are generally defined as transactions where
an adviser, acting as principal for its own account or the account of an affiliated Broker-Dealer, buys from
or sells any security to an advisory client. A principal transaction may also be deemed to have occurred if
a security is crossed between an affiliated hedge fund and another client account.
LeoGroup is neither a Broker Dealer or does it transact business though an affiliated Broker dealer.

D: Trading Securities At/Around the Same Time as Client’s Securities
Pursuant to the Code of Ethics, related persons of LeoGroup may invest in individual securities that also
are holdings in LeoGroup’s investment strategies. Each related person is required to conduct all personal
securities transactions in a manner that is consistent with the Code and to avoid any conflict of interest.
No related person may misuse information about client accounts, abuse his or her position of trust and
responsibility, or take inappropriate advantage of his her position. LeoGroup has a policy concerning
individual trading by related persons that it believes is reasonably designed to minimize potential conflicts
of interest with its clients. In furtherance of minimizing such potential conflicts of interest, LeoGroup
prohibits its related persons from trading, either personally or on behalf of others, in securities while in
possession of material non-public information regarding such securities or communicating materials nonpublic information to others.

ITEM 12:
BROKERAGE PRACTICES
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A: Factors Used to Select Custodians and/or Broker-Dealers
LeoGroup recommends that its investment management clients custody their accounts/assets at
unaffiliated Broker-Dealer custodians with which LeoGroup has an institutional relationship. Currently,
LeoGroup has a relationship with Fidelity Brokerage Services LLC and National Financial Services LLC
(together “Fidelity”; generally and collectively, “BD/Custodian”). LeoGroup may have other relationships in
the future at which time this brochure shall be updated. Fidelity as well as any future such institutions in
which LeoGroup has a relationship are a “Qualified Custodian” as that term is described in Rule 206(4)-2
of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Each BD/Custodian provides custody of securities, trade
execution, and clearance and settlement of transactions placed by LeoGroup.
In selecting a BD/Custodian, some of the factors that LeoGroup considers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trade order execution; the ability to provide accurate and timely execution of trades
The reasonableness and competitiveness of commissions and other transaction costs
Access to a broad range of investment products
Access to trading desks
Technology that integrates within LeoGroup’s environment, including interfacing with LeoGroup’s
portfolio management system
Access to research
Ability to provide a full range of options for account registrations for LeoGroup’s clients
Availability of a soft dollar or additional services program
A dedicated service or back office team and its ability to process seamlessly and timely a myriad
of requests from LeoGroup on behalf of its clients
Ability to provide LeoGroup with access to client account information through an institutional
website
Ability to provide clients with electronic access to account information and investment and
research tools

LeoGroup may place portfolio transactions through the BD/Custodian where the clients’ accounts are
custodied. In exchange for using the services of the BD/Custodian, LeoGroup may receive, without cost,
computer software and related systems support that allows LeoGroup to monitor and service its clients’
accounts maintained with such BD/Custodian. Additional benefits include the receipt of duplicate client
confirmations and bundled duplicate statements, access to a trading desk that exclusively services
institutional brokerage group participants, access to block trading services that provide the ability to
aggregate securities transactions and then allocate the appropriate shares to client accounts, and/or
access to an electronic communication network for client order entry and account information. Other
benefits LeoGroup may receive include consulting, publications, and conferences on practice
management, information technology, business succession, and regulatory compliance. LeoGroup’s
receipt of such benefits is reviewed to ensure compliance with Securities Exchange Act 28(e)’s safe
harbor for so-called “soft dollar” arrangements and the SEC’s latest guidelines.
If a client’s account meets the BD/Custodian’s minimum account size, LeoGroup generally recommends
that the client enter into a Prime Brokerage Services Agreement with the BD/Custodian. This agreement
permits LeoGroup, in its discretion, to trade away from the BD/Custodian when placing securities
transactions on behalf of the client. The account will incur a trade-away fee from the BD/Custodian for
each transaction that is executed on a trade-away basis. This fee is separate from the
commission/transaction fee imposed by the Broker-Dealer through which the trade was executed.
Trading away may be advantageous for the client because:
•
•
•
•

the Broker-Dealer may have expertise in a particular security or market
the Broker-Dealer makes a market in a particular security
a particular security is thinly traded
the Broker-Dealer can identify a counter-party for the trade

A client may pay higher net execution costs than he/she would have paid if the transaction were placed
through the BD/Custodian holding his/her account. LeoGroup reviews its arrangements with the
BD/Custodians and other Broker-Dealers against other possible arrangements in the marketplace as it
strives to achieve best execution on behalf of its clients. In seeking best execution, the determinative
factor is not the lowest possible cost, but whether the transaction represents the best qualitative
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execution, taking into consideration the full range of a Broker-Dealer’s services, including, but not limited
to, the following:
•

•

•

•

•

1.

a Broker-Dealer’s trading expertise, including its ability to complete trades, execute and settle
difficult trades, obtain liquidity to minimize market impact and accommodate unusual market
conditions, maintain anonymity, and account for its trade errors and correct them in a satisfactory
manner.
a Broker-Dealer’s infrastructure, including order-entry systems, adequate lines of communication,
timely order execution reports, an efficient and accurate clearance and settlement process, and
capacity to accommodate unusual trading volume.
a Broker-Dealer’s ability to minimize total trading costs while maintaining its financial health, such
as whether a Broker-Dealer can maintain and commit adequate capital when necessary to
complete trades, respond during volatile market periods, and minimize the number of incomplete
trades.
a Broker-Dealer’s ability to provide research and execution services, including advice as to the
value or advisability of investing in or selling securities, analyses and reports concerning such
matters as companies, industries, economic trends and political factors, or services incidental to
executing securities trades, including clearance, settlement and custody.
a Broker-Dealer’s ability to provide services to accommodate special transaction needs, such as
the Broker-Dealer’s ability to execute and account for client-directed arrangements and soft dollar
arrangements, participate in underwriting syndicates, and obtain initial public offering shares.
Research and Other Soft Dollar Benefits

LeoGroup may use a portion of client brokerage commissions and custodial fees to obtain research or
other products or services. This is an economic benefit to LeoGroup, as LeoGroup does not have to pay
for such research, products, or services. LeoGroup may have an incentive to select BD/Custodian or
other Broker-Dealers based upon it receiving such benefits, rather than on the client’s interest in receiving
most favorable execution.
LeoGroup will enter into soft dollar arrangements in accordance with Section 28(e) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 and the following policy. Where more than one Broker-Dealer is believed to be
capable of providing the best combination of price and execution with respect to a particular portfolio
transaction, LeoGroup may select a Broker-Dealer that furnishes products and/or research services. In
addition, if LeoGroup determines in good faith that the commission charged by a Broker-Dealer is
reasonable in relation to the value of brokerage and research services provided by such BD, LeoGroup
may cause a client account to pay such Broker-Dealer an amount of commission greater than the amount
a BD/Custodian or other Broker-Dealer may charge, but generally within a competitive range. Research
products and/or services may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

fundamental research reports
technical and portfolio analyses
pricing services
economic forecasting, interest rate projections and general market information
historical database information
computer hardware and software that assists LeoGroup’s investment management process,
including effecting securities transactions and performing functions incidental thereto (such as
clearance and settlement)

Research, products, or services received from soft dollar benefits generally serve to benefit all client
accounts. LeoGroup does not allocate soft dollar benefits to client accounts proportionately to any such
soft dollar credits that the accounts generate.
LeoGroup has soft dollar arrangements with Fidelity, the only BD/Custodian that it uses for custody of
clients’ accounts. LeoGroup periodically reviews its arrangement with the BD/Custodian(s) and BrokerDealer(s) by evaluating those factors details in Item 12(A).
2.

Brokerage for Client Referrals

LeoGroup does not select or recommend Broker-Dealers based on whether or not it may receive client
referrals from a Broker-Dealer or third party.
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3.

Directed Brokerage

Generally, in the absence of specific instructions to the contrary, LeoGroup has full discretion with respect
to securities transactions placed on behalf of a client’s account. This discretion includes authority, without
prior notice to the client, to buy and sell securities for the client’s account and establish and affect
securities transaction through the BD/Custodian of the client’s account or other Broker-Dealers selected
by LeoGroup. In selecting a Broker-Dealer to execute a client’s securities transactions, LeoGroup seeks
prompt execution of orders at favorable prices. A client, however, may instruct LeoGroup to custody
his/her account at a specified Broker-Dealer and/or direct some or all of his/her brokerage transactions to
a specific Broker-Dealer.
In directing brokerage transactions, a client should consider commission expenses, execution, clearance,
settlement capabilities, and custodian fees, if any, as compared to those that would result if LeoGroup
exercised its discretion in selecting the Broker-Dealer to execute the transactions. Directing brokerage to
a particular Broker-Dealer may involve the following disadvantages to a directed brokerage client:
•
•
•
•

LeoGroup’s ability to negotiate commission rates and other terms on behalf of such clients could
be impaired
such clients could be denied the benefit of LeoGroup’s experience in selecting Broker-Dealers
that are able to execute efficiently difficult trades
opportunities to obtain lower transaction costs and better prices by aggregating (batching) the
client’s orders with orders for other clients could be limited
the client could receive less favorable prices on securities transactions because LeoGroup may
place transaction orders for directed brokerage clients after placing batched transaction orders for
other clients.

B: Trading Aggregation
Balancing the Interests of Multiple Client Accounts
LeoGroup may manage multiple accounts with similar investment objectives and strategies or may
manage accounts with different objectives or strategies that may trade in the same securities. Despite
these similarities, LeoGroup’s portfolio decisions about each client’s investments and the performance
resulting from these decisions may differ from those of other clients.

Allocating Investment Opportunities
LeoGroup will not necessarily purchase or sell the same securities for the client accounts at the same
time or in the same proportionate amounts for all eligible clients. It is expected, however, that client
accounts with similar objectives may trade in the same securities at the same time.
LeoGroup will allocate investment and trading opportunities (including the sequence of placing orders if
not “batched”) in a manner believed by LeoGroup to be fair and equitable to each client. In making these
allocations, LeoGroup will take into account the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the clients’ investment objectives and strategies;
the composition, size and characteristics of the account;
the cash flows and amount of investment funds available to each client;
the amount already committed by each client to a specific investment;
each client’s risk tolerance and the relative risk of the investment; and
the marketability of the security being considered.

LeoGroup may deviate from strictly pro rata allocation, when appropriate, taking into account the following
factors:
•

to avoid creating odd lot positions in any account;

•

to allocate a smaller portion to those accounts for which the purchased security would be a
peripheral investment and a larger portion to those accounts for which the security would be a
core investment;
to the extent that the purchased security is especially appropriate for accounts with certain
investment goals or risk tolerances;
to satisfy demand with respect to an account’s cash position relative to its portfolio (i.e., to
allocate a small portion to accounts with less cash or liquidity and a greater portion to accounts

•
•
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•

with more or highly liquid investments; and
when a proportionate allocation would, given the size of a client account, result in a position that
is too small to be meaningful or too large to maintain an appropriate level of diversification.

If it is not possible in a single transaction or at a single price to affect trades in a particular security that is
appropriate for multiple accounts, LeoGroup, may if feasible, compute and give to each participating client
account the average price for that day’s transactions in the securities.

Batching Orders
When the same investment decision is made for more than one client on the same day, LeoGroup may
place orders to buy or sell the same securities for a number of clients. Whenever possible, orders to
purchase or sell the same security for multiple accounts are aggregated. All accounts that participate in
an aggregated transaction shall participate on a pro rata basis. LeoGroup will not aggregate investment
transactions for accounts unless the transaction is consistent with the terms of the applicable investment
management agreement and each account’s investment objectives, restrictions, and policies.

ITEM 13:
REVIEW OF ACCOUNTS
A: Reviews
If a client retains LeoGroup for continuous advice, counsel, recommendations, and monitoring of a
Client’s financial situation, then LeoGroup will provide periodic reviews. In order to update the client’s
financial plan or for the performance of miscellaneous financial services, LeoGroup will review the
account of the client at least annually or otherwise, depending upon the preference of the client.
Depending upon the nature of the client’s investments, reviews may be triggered by the passage of time,
several other factors, as well as by request of the client. The compliance manager or the advisor
responsible for a client relationship may conduct all account reviews on behalf of LeoGroup.

B: Frequency and Nature of Reviews & Reports
The frequency and nature of reviews and reports to clients are determined primarily by the particular
needs of the each client. However, confirmations will be forwarded by the custodian to customers on a
quarterly basis. Statements are sent each month in which there is activity in the account. If there is no
activity, statements are sent quarterly when there is either a security or cash position in the account.
Investment advisory clients will have periodic reports as desired by the client as part for the advisory
relationship with LeoGroup.

C: Account Statements
Each client will receive account statements directly from the BD/Custodian. Each client should carefully
review those statements. In the event that a client also receives an account statement or report from
LeoGroup, each client is urged to compare the account statement they receive from the qualified
custodian with the account statement or report they receive from LeoGroup, and to rely solely on the
account statement received from the qualified custodian.

ITEM 14:
CLIENT REFERRALS AND OTHER COMPENSATION
A: Economic Benefits Provided by Third Parties for Client Advice
Fidelity also offers other services intended to help LeoGroup manage and further develop its business
enterprise. These services may include: (1) compliance, legal, and business consulting; (2) publications
and conferences on practice management and business succession; and (3) access to employee benefits
providers, human capital consultants, and insurance providers. Fidelity may make available, arrange
and/or pay third-party vendors for the types of services rendered to LeoGroup. Fidelity may discount or
waive fees it would otherwise charge for some of these services or pay all or part of the fees of a third
party providing these services to LeoGroup. Fidelity may also provide other benefits such as educational
events o r o c c a s i o n a l b u s i n e s s e n t e r t a i n m e n t o f LeoGroup personnel. In e v a l u a t i o n
w h e t h e r t o recommend or require that clients custody their assets at Fidelity, LeoGroup may take into
account the availability of some of the foregoing products and services and other arrangements as part of
the total mix of factors it considers and not solely on the nature, cost, or quality of custody and brokerage
services by Fidelity, which may create a potential conflict of interest. As stated above, LeoGroup reviews
its arrangements with BD/Custodians against other possible arrangements in the marketplace.
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Additional Services
As mentioned previously, LeoGroup may benefit for soft dollar benefits within the soft dollar safe harbor
provisions of Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. LeoGroup may receive Additional
Services from Fidelity or another third party in the future. To the extent LeoGroup receives Additional
Services that are not soft dollar benefits; they will be disclosed in this section. Fidelity may provide
Additional Services, however, such services will not be based on the number or amount of securities
transactions executed through Fidelity, and such Additional Services do not consist of fees, commissions
or other remuneration contingent on the execution of securities transactions or the utilization of any other
service or product.
Fidelity or another third party in the future may provide the Additional Services to LeoGroup in its sole
discretion and at its own expense; LeoGroup does not pay Fidelity for the Additional Services. The
Additional Services may or may not be offered to other independent investment advisors. Fidelity and any
other third party in the future will enter into a separate agreement (“Additional Services Addendum”) to
govern the terms of the provision of the Additional Services.
LeoGroup’s receipt of Additional Services, however, raises potential conflicts of interest. In providing
Additional Services to LeoGroup, Fidelity or any future third party most likely considers the profitability to
Fidelity or future third party of the assets in, and trades placed for, LeoGroup’s client accounts maintained
at Fidelity or future third party. Fidelity has the right to terminate the Additional Services Addendum with
LeoGroup, in its sole discretion, provided certain conditions are met. Consequently, in order to continue to
obtain the Additional Services from Fidelity or future third party, LeoGroup may have an incentive to
recommend to its clients that the assets under management by LeoGroup by held in custody with Fidelity
or future third party, and to place transactions for client accounts with Fidelity.
The receipt of Additional Services does not diminish LeoGroup’s duty to act in the best interest of its
clients, including the duty to seek best execution of trades for client accounts. LeoGroup’s participation in
any arrangements may raise potential conflicts of interest; however, as part of its fiduciary duty to clients,
LeoGroup endeavors at all times to put the interests of its clients first. LeoGroup reviews its relationship
with Fidelity on an annual basis.
Brokerage or fees on other than traditional advisory ( ex. investment banking) –
Certain LeoGroup advisors may also have an active brokerage license. At times, there may be product
LeoGroup advisors receive an Advisory fee on that the advisor may also be paid a commission or fee
as a “Finder” or “Capital Raiser” from a Broker Dealer. Additional client notification of this will be made at
the time of the investment.
LeoGroup may also enter into agreements with other custodians, banks or other financial institutions that
may offer a service or product that would be more beneficial for a client investment or assets (ex. Banks
that offer a higher interest rate on large cash balances) where a fee may be split with the advisor. This
would only be done when in the best interest of the client.

Portfolio Companies - Services
At times, and on an as needed basis, LeoGroup may provide assistance to certain Portfolio Companies
[i.e. CFO Services, Compliance Services, Operations] to assist them in securing the services they need as
early phase companies. In addition, LeoGroup associates may serve on the Boards of our Portfolio
Companies. LeoGroup may be paid for these services when provided in various forms which may include
a combination of cash, equity, warrants or other types of compensation.

Recognition Awards and Ratings
LeoGroup may receive an award or recognition from unaffiliated rating services, companies, and/or
publications. LeoGroup receives no compensation or other financial benefits in receiving an award or
recognition. Awards or recognitions should not be construed by a client or prospective client as a
guarantee that he/she will experience a certain level of results if LeoGroup is engaged, or continues to be
engaged, to provide investment advisory services. They should not be construed as a current or past
endorsement of LeoGroup by any of its clients. Awards or recognitions generally are based upon
information prepared and/or submitted by LeoGroup.

ITEM 15:
CUSTODY
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LeoGroup investment management clients’ assets are held at unaffiliated qualified custodians. Although
LeoGroup does not hold these assets, it is deemed to have custody for purposes of amended Rule
206(4)-2 of the Advisors Act due to its management of client accounts where it is paid its management
fee from the client’s custodian.
As mentioned previously in Item 13(C), each client will receive account statements directly from the
Broker-Dealer. Each client should carefully review those statements. In the event that a client also
receives an account statement or report from LeoGroup, each client is urged to compare the account
statement they receive from the qualified custodian with the account statement or report they receive from
LeoGroup, and to rely solely on the account statement received from the qualified custodian.
If LeoGroup is an advisor to a ‘pooled investment vehicle’, it would be deemed to have custody over the
comingled assets in that pooled vehicle and would be subject to specific audit and other requirements
under SEC Rule 206(4)-2.
Though LeoGroup’s main custodian is IW S/Fidelity, there may be times LeoGroup engages other
qualified custodians when a client’s assets are held outside of IW S/Fidelity but LeoGroup advises or
consults on a client’s entire portfolio when a portion of those assets may be held at another custodian.
This most likely would occur when advising on 401K plan holdings but could also apply to larger cash
balances, unique equity, bond, or other security portfolios or other non-traditional assets.

ITEM 16:
INVESTMENT DISCRETION
For clients that have hired LeoGroup for investment advisory services, LeoGroup has discretionary
authority to manage their investments, such authority having been granted by an Investment Advisory
Agreement executed between LeoGroup and the client. LeoGroup receives discretionary authority from
the client at the outset of the advisory relationship to select the identity and amount of securities to be
bought or sold. In all cases, such discretion is to be exercise in a manner consistent with the investment
objectives of the client.
With respect to LeoGroup’s exercising actual investment discretion over an account, this authority is
granted through a limited power of attorney granted by the client to LeoGroup through a client-executed
custodial application and/or related custodial form. A client retains the right and ability to remove any and
all of LeoGroup’s discretionary authorities over his/her account.
When selecting securities and determining the size of a particular security transaction, LeoGroup
observes the investment policies, limitations and restrictions imposed by the clients for which it advises.
Investment guidelines and restrictions must be provided to LeoGroup in writing.

ITEM 17:
VOTING CLIENT SECURITIES
It is Leo Group’s policy that each client is responsible for voting all of the proxies related to the securities
held in his/her account unless LeoGroup is specifically delegated by the client to manage proxy and other
communication in writing.

ITEM 18:
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
A: Balance Sheet
LeoGroup does not require prepayment of client fees that would necessitate LeoGroup to provide a
balance sheet with this Brochure.

B: Financial Conditions Reasonably Likely to Impair Ability to Meet Contractual
Commitments to Clients
Neither LeoGroup nor its management has any financial conditions that are reasonably likely to impair its
ability to meet contractual commitments to clients.
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C: Bankruptcy Petitions in Previous Ten Years
LeoGroup has not been the subject of a bankruptcy petition.
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